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1- What is pavement called in American English?
a) roundabout

b) junction

c) sidewalk

d) petrol station

2- A motorway has usually three ...... and you can ..... easily.
a) entrances - drive b) road signs - rush c) lanes- overtake

d) lines- pass

3- This telephone is out of order. It means that ......
a) the shop does not have this kind of thelephone

b) no one can order it

c) it is not working

d) it is not beautiful

4- Which sentence is correct?
a) The bank is on right.

b) take the second turning the left c) how do I get the river?

d) Go straight on and then turn left
5- Tehran is an ....... city but Gilan is .......
a) inland- on the coast

b) on the coast- inland

c) enormous- popular

6- We can pray at ...... and .......
a) cathedral- church

b) cathedral- statute c) mosque- palace

d) church- castle

7- Qom is neither big nor large. It is a(n) ....... city
a) busy

b) crowded

c) medium-sized

d) industrial

8- Tehran is a very ....... city and it's mainly because of the fossil fuels that the cars consume.
a) cosmopolitan

b) polluted

c) safe

d) populated

9- All of the following can be found in the countryside except
a) valley

b) lake

c) grass

d) queue

10- What is trolley called in American English?
a) cart

b) deli

c) paper shop

d) buthcer's

11- Which one is not correct?
a) You can get a drug at the chemist's

b) You pay at the checkout in a supermarket

c) All shops will deliver the things you buy to your home d) You can buy fruit from a cash dispenser
12- I live ... the second floor and my sister lives ..... basement.
a) on- on

b) on- in

c) in-in

d) in-on

13- which one of the following is not in a kitchen?
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a) frying pan

b) saucepan c) cupboard

d) razor

14- Which one is correct?
a) There are chest of drawers and bed in the living room
b) You can use an electric razor to shave
c) If you want to take off make-up you'll need a toothbrush
d) She has make-up when she goes out.
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